
What is a Bus Stop

What is a Bus Stop?
Agree

Disagree

Accessibility

Accessibility

If I could I would ...

How would you? 

What would change for you?

Uploading Files

Uploading Files

Application - like this one here Website

Done Another Way

Data validation / Data Correction

One thing we could fix is...

Only one

version of a

bus stop

Rural bus

stops are less

physically

obvious

Demand

responsive

transport -

stop areas for

them

Stop areas -

FLX types -

flexible zones

Hail and Ride

stops - along

an area of

road

Both way bus

stops - only on

one side of the

road signaled

Can't

separate -

custom and

practise stop

Hail and ride

and flexible

not marked

Danger in

separating

Physical and

logical can be

unlinked if not

served -

management

nightmare

Are part of a

wider transport

network -

effective

interchanges

London - Hail

and Ride in

fringe areas

Light rail

included -

940 - GMC on

behalf of DfT

A Bus Stop

is where the

Bus Stops 

TfGM - would need

a review of all

access points.This

would be a

significant

undertaking

TfGM - an

improved

dataset that

would have real

value to all PT

users

KCC - Yes, we'd

love to. A

common

standard would

help a lot

though.

Responsibility for surveying

sites? LA

(Infrastructure/Information

teams) /Operators and

communication mechanism

for maintaining

Problem is a

common format -

can be some

vehicles and not

others - level of

detial

Upload onto DfT

NaPTAN website -

would be better to

be able to update

direct like teh

Gazetter

If a bus stop

has a

dropped curb

South West - Some

areas have the data

already in our

system, depending

on what is required

TfGM - once all

points surveyed 

- this data would

need to be

maintained

Every stop would

need surveying - a

massive impact on

resources.  This

would also need

keeping up to date.

Need a link between

highways teams and public

transport - drop curbs and

other road infrastructure

changed at moment without

letting anyone else know. A

survey is only a snapshot in

time.

Does this

stop have a

shelter or

not

If the bus

stop actually

is physical or

not 

Would need to

survey stops -

which is

resource

limited

have an up

to date

audit of all

stops

Agree the need

to have

accessibility

available - BUT!

Have ltd info

about raised

kerbs/dropped

jerbs

KCC - Stop

surveys

would be

needed.

Danger would

be users relying

on the data

where it is

incomplete

Just because the

physical stops

themselves are

accessible it doesn't

mean they can be

reached in an

accessible manner

My software can

keep records of

accessibility - nit

sure how to extract

it though (plus also

needs to be up to

date.

LA or regional

data to ensure

data

similarities?

KCC - Some rural

stops simply cannot

be made accessible

without e.g

demolishing a listed

building to make

way.

Need to be

clear what

data is

needed

To ensure all

areas had the

data there would

need to be

significant

investment

(a) Access to software that can adhere to NaPTAN v2.4 (at

least) and create non-standard stops e.g. flexi zones (b)

Downstream systems that can import v2.4 as most still only

accept v2.1 e.g. Traveline (c) Making v2.4 mandatory like

BODS with TXC v2.4.  I believe the NaPTAN schema and

process works well but isn't utilised to its full potential. 

Local authorities have to find innovative/bespoke solutions

to problems in isolation (increased cost/resource) to

mitigate these problems opposed to benefiting from what's

already available in the NaPTAN schema.  P.S. PLEASE

KEEP ITOWORLD TOOL AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL

AUTHORITIES!!!

Notts CC are currently

trying to gather up to date

information about bus

stops. (Audits undertaken

by an external contractor)

This is an exercise that will

take 4 years due to costs

and may unsure how we will

keep this up to date in the

future.

Accessibility

can change

minute by

minute

No guidelines on

when a stop is

"accessible"

Levels and degrees

of accessibility

DfT Website, is

clunky now its been

changed. Its difficult

to navigate. Bring

back the previous

upload details

CTV - Website is

very easy to use

(though I do not

receive the

email

notifications)

ftp via batch file, I

upload 22 areas at

a time, works

great, although

error checking is

better on website

KCC - Website,

because it

doesn't upset our

IT department.

Works fine.

TfGM - 180

area changes

- this works

fine

process to

upload is

relatively

simple. 

TfGM - 940 area

changes sent

via excel to DfT

- a clunky

method

SCC use DfT

website to upload

new files -

straightforward to

use

This works

fine, provided

the data is

formatted

correctly

DfT Validator

could be easier

to find from the

main app site 

Website.  FTP

difficult to set

up with IT

Easy to do

Website uploader is

easy to use although I

no longer receive

email notifications to

confirm the upload

has been successful

Transferring the data

is not the issue - the

problem is getting

information back on

'errors' - ito is very

confusing 

The download section

could do with being

better laid out. I.e save

buttons at the top and

bottom of the page not

just the bottom. 

The current NaPTAN structure for accessibility data needs v2.5

Yes, we take a

weekly

download for

our National

journey planner

We have a single

database that

contains all our PTI

data, so checking

is essential

My software validates the data to

a certain extent - unique sms

code/ATCO code, correct number

of stops within a stop area etc. 

The Naptan guidelines have

much more strict criteria

regarding stop names, etc - some

of which there is actually no

alternative solution, or making

the obvious change will cause a

different error message

Dft

Validator

site -

hidden

Checking to

make sure that

stops are in the

correct place

Any extra

checking is

great, we can

always improve

the quality

I upload the whole region and not

just changes as our system

NaPTAN outputs are a full XML.

I use the ITO world tool just to

double check for errors, it can be

something simple as putting the

incorrect direction indicator but

also highlights if you have a stop

with the same name within the

locality

KCC - We upload regions as

they change, and upload the

whole region rather than file

deltas as this is demonstrably

reliable. We rely primarily on Ito

for data checks, but do take

feedback from operators and

the public regarding names.

However, we often find that

different parties disagree, so

have to arbitrate.

Checks are based

on current NaPTAN

Management

guidelines in ITO!

World

Validator tells

us data is

correct to

upload

Theory is that

validotr says

OK can

upload ok

Upload entire

dataset - usually

monthly, though

more frequently if

there has been a

change

John does

whole region -

for multiple

changes -

internal process

OCC - Have not

been able to

find the validator

since the

website was

updated

Use ITO

World tool

for

validation

AH- upload weekly

and ad hoc as well

- all 22 via batch

file - not validated

so well

AH- audit on

their system -

and validation

only post

uploaded

There is a difference

between the strict

compliance with the

NaPTAN Schema and the

guidance about stop

name conventions that

cannot be coded into the

schema

Schema -

issue

MT- try and send

off data as good as

possible -

passengers give

data to check for

mistakes

ITO World -

major tool to

help people

find errors Alternatives -

and good

tests and

amend data

accordingly

Passenger checker tool,

some errors reported

are inaccurate i.e

direction indicators

Passenger

is a 3rd

party

system

NCC - Ito World tool is

an essential tool in

managing the data. 

Please keep it

available for local

authorities

Passenger

tool is so poor

it is not worth

using

Sensible

tests with

feedback

ITO World and Checking

Ito World - have

expertise in this

world and data -

from actual

users 

Level of

insightful

information and

how systems

are maintained

There isn't

another tool

like Ito world

out there

Passenger

gives false

positivies

Checks are very

basic - some are

post hoc - eg

distance to road

West Midlands -

lists issues with

stops -

designed for

LA's 

A challenging bus stop for validators:

back to back Railway Street and Wells Lane stops in

Malton, North Yorkshire 32010066

Only knew

when

finishing with

small notice

Alternatives

are not LA

friendly 

New stops and

can check for

issues - what they

are and mapping

tool useful

Creating routes -

find on ito world

the maps - easier

than on the

Trapeze system

Plotting

routes is

very good

for

Elydium - potential

replacement and

Open NaPTAN

software - need to

know what to build

Some of the checks

need to be replaced

- can be done - need

to understand there

is a market

Ito World - ability to

supress warnings -

commercial

company making

money from data

Carry on

checking and

make money

from

downstream

data

Open Data created

costs money to

check it -

commercial side

check for free

RW - small

company develop

tools to check data

- startup - business

models

DfT have data qual

checks as Time Table

and Routes upload -

why not develop a

proper

reporting/checking

tool

Proposal to go from

free to potentially

having to pay - get

that LAs can't pay

and will do minimum

to get away with

Is Solid Gold

Data

acheiveable

Budgets

tight - can

achieve

Accessibility

standard -

check stops /

crowd source /

operators?

Dash cam

data -

ML/AI 

Worse

outside of

London

Innovative thinking

- helps so many

people - appreciate

constraints /

budgets/ staffing

How is this

achievable - not

always told by

roadworks people

- permit schemes ?

Temp stops changed

for a just short

period of time -

systems updated -

how keep on top of

things like

Compounding problem

of build cycles of

journey planners -

cannot reflect short

term changes -

needed to improve

downloaders

Even with

advanced planning

- weather /

emergencies -

don't find out if

upgraded 

Getting information

from the LA's to the

systems and

upload - big

commitment

Resources - West Y -

highways team -

diversions/moves -

transport for the North

tool - open data -

journey planners can

use to make changes as

needed

Contact

centre and

department

and able to

do

Link with Bus

operators /

Dash cams -

work together

for all benefit

Bus stops out of

service - ICS

system -

influence

journey

planners 

NPTG editor live

online - and

NaPTAN slow -

web editor - can

login

ICS= Incident

Capture System e.g

Accident -m

influence how

journey planned

Temp work - coded

into a timetable -

recode schedules -

treat as an exception

to journey planner

If under 4 weeks -

don't recode data -

use ICS to give

sensible things to

influence journey

planners

Dubious about

direct editing on

website - need to

record assets on

bus stops - all the

physical things

ICS is fantastic - but

- two hats - PT and

Network

management -

looking at

connectivity

Use one system -

Elgin system - don't

have connectivity

between ICS and

One Network 

SIRI-SX

system - ICS

and other

outlets

Shame to reinvent the

wheel - midlands all

had a single Diva

system - now BODS

causes new way to do

things

If built on system

and not reinvent

wheel - would

have better

system 

Similar to west

midlands - have

same system -

no double entry -

API as well?

Man - use Transport

for North

distruption tool -

Siri SX feed - Movit

and Citymapper

TfGM - a data

quality tool - like

ITO, with false

positive errors that

could be

suppressed

KCC - WE *used* to have an ICS

system, but Traveline SouthEast

cancelled its delivery services in

September, so we've taken a step

backwards. If we were to re-implement

it, we could take the opportunity to

overcome some of its shortcomings. It

could close stops or attach text

messages to them, but it could not

change NaPTAN attributes such as

location, for instance. This is because it

was part of Traveline, not part of

NaPTAN.

A reliable validation

tool which allows

for feedback and/or

suppression of

false positives

Validation against the

Naptan schema - but 

one that is easier to

interpret (if it is hard to

understand, more

likely to be

left/ignored)

Easy to use web

uploader with

integrated tool

rather than

fragmented and

multiple channels
Live

interconnectivity

re. incidents and

bus stop

alerations

Consult LAs with

changes and to

realise they and not

the operators are

the best

independent

provider of data

Agreed standard for

Reference Street names -

What do we use as a

standard to compare to

local authorities used -

different names

National Street Gazateer

Standardise 

bus stop

names. 

Ask the people that do

the job before

drastically change the

system, please do not

keep re-inventing the

wheel

Agreed!

A simple, cost

effective

transition from

ITO! World 

Please

keep ITO

World

If any Local Authority need a

quality NaPTAN Tool please

talk to

andy.hole@NationalPTI.co.uk

Don't forget

Stop Areas... -

Mark Taylors

is there a

timescale for

when the New

Order is

supposed to be

available?

Connect Tees Valley - we also use

Stop Areas (You are supposed to

according to Naptan schema).  A

pair of bus stop either side of the

road should be a stop area, or a

cluster around a junction, or a bus

station.  Downstream systems

usually dictate that a bus should

not stop twice in a Stop Area as it

confuses journey planning.

The Naptan Schema also

includes Taxi ranks, Rail &

Bus Station entrances etc

- is the intention that this

continues? (Ferries,

Airport, Rail Stations are

all covered by their own

organisations)

IThe functionality of ITO!

World is very good.

Especially linking with

Google Maps and Open

Street Map. Any

replacement will need

to have that same or

better link

Use 2.4

schema

Keep Ito

World


